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ABSTRACT
The number of structures of protein–protein complexes deposited to the Protein
Data Bank is growing rapidly. These structures
embed important information for predicting structures of new protein complexes. This motivated us
to develop the PPISP method for predicting interface residues in protein–protein complexes. In
PPISP, sequence proﬁles and solvent accessibility
of spatially neighboring surface residues were used
as input to a neural network. The network was
trained on native interface residues collected from
the Protein Data Bank. The prediction accuracy at
the time was 70% with 47% coverage of native interface residues. Now we have extensively improved
PPISP. The training set now consisted of 1156 nonhomologous protein chains. Test on a set of 100 nonhomologous protein chains showed that the prediction
accuracy is now increased to 80% with 51% coverage. To solve the problem of over-prediction and
under-prediction associated with individual neural
network models, we developed a consensus method
that combines predictions from multiple models
with different levels of accuracy and coverage. Applied on a benchmark set of 68 proteins for protein–
protein docking, the consensus approach outperformed the best individual models by 3– 8 percentage
points in accuracy. To demonstrate the predictive
power of cons-PPISP, eight complex-forming proteins with interfaces characterized by NMR were
tested. These proteins are nonhomologous to the
training set and have a total of 144 interface residues identiﬁed by chemical shift perturbation. consPPISP predicted 174 interface residues with 69%
accuracy and 47% coverage and promises to complement experimental techniques in characterizing protein–protein interfaces. Proteins 2005;61:21–35.
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INTRODUCTION
Many biological processes are carried out, or regulated,
through the interactions between proteins. Genome-wide
two-hybrid analysis1,2 shows that the vast majority of
©

proteins have interacting partners in the cell, and often
more than one. Therefore residues in protein–protein
interfaces are essential for protein function. Many important applications follow directly from the identiﬁcation of
interface residues, such as drug design, protein mimetics
engineering, elucidation of molecular pathways,3,4 and
understanding of disease mechanisms.5 The proper identiﬁcation of interface residues can also guide the docking
process to build the structural model of protein–protein
complexes.6 These considerations motivated us to develop
a method, Protein–Protein Interaction Site Predictor
(PPISP), for predicting interface residues based on unbound protein structures and characteristics of interface
residues.7 We have now made signiﬁcant improvements on
PPISP, to the extent that the method now promises to
complement NMR and other experimental techniques in
characterizing protein-protein interfaces. Here we report
this improved method, cons-PPISP.
The structures of protein–protein complexes in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) embed important information
for predicting interaction sites of protein–protein complexes. Many studies have investigated the characteristics
of interfaces in different types of complexes, such as
homodimers versus heterodimers, enzyme-inhibitor complexes, antigen–antibody complexes, transient complexes
versus obligatory complexes, large interfaces versus small
interfaces.7–23 Although conclusions were sometimes conﬂicting, some common features can be extracted. For
example, evolutionarily important residues tend to be
spatial clustered,15,17–19,22,23 and nonpolar residues are
favored whereas charged and polar residues (except for
Arg) are disfavored in protein interfaces.7 These characteristics formed the basis of the PPISP method.
In PPISP, the position-speciﬁc sequence proﬁles produced by PSI-BLAST24 and solvent accessibility of spa-
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tially neighboring surface residues were used as input to a
neural network. The neural network approach has been
shown to be quite successful in predicting protein secondary structure and solvent accessibility.25–27 Sequence proﬁles of residue substitutions in naturally evolved protein
families are highly speciﬁc for details of a particular
protein structure. The use of sequence proﬁles has been
shown to be a key in improving secondary structure
prediction.25 PSI-BLAST sequence proﬁles are exhaustive,
convenient to use, and can be easily expanded to largescale applications. The neural network of PPISP was
trained on native interface residues. The training set was
collected from 678 nonhomologous (sequence identity
⬍ 40%) complex-forming protein chains in the PDB. The
prediction accuracy at the time was 70%, and the predictions covered 47% of native interface residues. A number of
similar methods have since been published.28 –33
With the rapid increase of structures of protein–protein
complexes deposited in the PDB, we wondered whether the
PPISP method can be improved by training on a more
exhaustive and less redundant data set. The training set
has now been expanded to 1156 nonhomologous protein
chains with ⬍ 30% sequence identity. When this set was
trained using the same protocol as before, prediction
accuracy indeed increased signiﬁcantly, to 86%. However,
at the same time the coverage of native interface residues
also downgraded signiﬁcantly, to just 17%. It was apparent that a better compromise between prediction accuracy
and coverage had to be found. Higher accuracy means that
there is only a small number of reliable predictions are
made, thus a large number of potential interface residues
are missed and coverage of native interface residues is
reduced. Neither accuracy nor coverage alone constitutes a
good measure of performance. The results of CAPRI (Critical Assessment of PRedicted Interactions)34 indicate that
a good prediction requires at least half of native interface
residues to be correctly identiﬁed. Therefore our goal was
to increase the coverage to 50% and achieve as high an
accuracy as possible. After a number of reﬁnements of the
PPISP method, we obtained a prediction accuracy of 80%
at 51% coverage.
Close examination of the predictions for individual
proteins in the test set revealed another problem. For some
proteins interface residues were over-predicted, but for
others interface residues were under-predicted or not
predicted at all. For a given protein, neither overprediction nor under-prediction is desirable, even if the
collective accuracy and coverage measures on a set of
proteins are good. This problem persisted when we varied
the neural network models. To solve this problem, we
constructed a series of models ranging from high accuracy/
low coverage to low accuracy/high coverage. We developed
a consensus approach based on these models. Predicted
interface residues were ranked by consensus score and
clustered according to their locations on the protein surface. If there was a large number of predictions with high
consensus scores, collection of interface residues was limited to these (to prevent over-prediction), otherwise the
process was extended to predictions with lower consensus

scores (to avoid under-prediction). Test on a benchmark
set of 68 proteins for protein–protein docking35 showed
that the consensus approach outperformed the best individual models by 3– 8 percentage points in accuracy. The
predictive power of cons-PPISP was further demonstrated
on eight complex-forming proteins with interfaces characterized by NMR. Of a total of 144 interface residues
identiﬁed by chemical shift perturbation, cons-PPISP predicted 174 interface residues with 69% accuracy and 47%
coverage. This much improved PPISP method promises to
complement NMR and other experimental techniques in
characterizing protein–protein interfaces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation of the Data Set
The strategy for collecting interface data to train and
test neural networks was essentially the same as in our
previous work.7 We compiled an exhaustive nonhomologous set of protein complexes by examining all multiplechain protein entries in the PDB (Jan 2002 release).
Excluded were chains shorter than 40 residues as well as
pairs of chains with less than 20 residues in interfacial
contact on either side. Interfacial contact was deﬁned as a
pair of heavy atoms from two sides of an interface that are
within 5 Å. For PDB entries with more than two protein
chains, each chain was assigned at most one partner, and
the interface chosen was the one with the most residues
forming interfacial contacts. A pair of protein chains
sharing an interface is called a dimer throughout this
paper. Each of the collected sequences was aligned against
all the other sequences by PSI-BLAST.24 All chains with
high homologies were collected in a cluster and one
representative chain was chosen from each cluster with
the provision that heterodimers had higher priority than
homodimers and longer chains had higher priority than
shorter ones. The cutoff for high homology this time was
set at 30% identity over the aligned region, which had to
cover at least 90% of either of the two sequences. A
homodimer was identiﬁed as a pair of protein chains that
shared an interface and satisﬁed the criteria: (1) over 90%
of both chains were aligned and (2) the sequence identity
over the aligned region was at least 95%.
The resulting nonhomologous set consisted of 1256
chains. Within the data set, 798 were chains from homodimers and 458 were chains from heterodimers. From
these a total of 225,237 surface residues were collected
using the criterion of at least 10% surface exposure to
solvent. Surface area was calculated using the DSSP
program.36 Of the surface residues, 52,623 (or 23%) were
classiﬁed as interface residues, with at least one interfacial contact. This is called the “thrd ⫽ 1” criterion. In our
previous study we used the “thrd ⫽ 3” criterion in training
neural networks. We chose 100 chains as the test set, of
which 58 chains were from heterodimers and 42 from
homodimers. The remaining 1156 chains were used as the
training set. These statistics are listed in Table I.
In our treatment, each protein formed only one interface. This was the one involving the most interfacial
residues, denoted as the major interface. In PDB entries
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with more than two protein chains, a chain can potentially
form more than one interface. Residues in these other
interfaces were either classiﬁed as noninterface residues
(leading to the interface statistics in Table I) or eliminated
from the training set altogether. The latter treatment is
denoted as “intfM.” In our data set of 1256 protein chains,
727 had a single partner and thus actually formed dimers.
The number of chains in contact with 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, or more
other chains was 235, 182, 49, 43, 9, 7, and 4, respectively.
Note that these calculations were done using the original
PDB entries, thus crystal contacts were included and no
speciﬁc consideration was given to the biologically signiﬁcant oligomeric state. There were a total of 10,972 residues
in “minor” interfaces.
Neural Network Architecture
Two feed-forward, back-propagation neural networks
were used consecutively as before. In the previous study,
the ﬁrst network had 21 ⫻ 20 input nodes, in which the
ﬁrst quantity was the number (i.e., 20) of entries in a
sequence proﬁle plus one for solvent accessibility, and the
second quantity was the window size, i.e., one for the
residue under consideration plus 19 for its spatially nearest neighbors. In this study it was found decreasing the
window size from 20 to 15 improved performance of the
network. In the ﬁnal version the ﬁrst network had an
input layer with 21 ⫻ 15 nodes, a hidden layer with 150
nodes, and an output layer with 2 nodes. The input layer of
the second network had 3 ⫻ 15 nodes, in which the ﬁrst
quantity is two for the output values of the ﬁrst network
plus one for solvent accessibility. The second network was
completed with 30 hidden nodes and two output nodes.
The predictor was trained at different learning rate and a
value of 0.001 that gave optimal performance was selected.
Assessment of Predictions
To assess the predictions, two quantities were calculated. Accuracy was deﬁned as the percentage of correctly
predicted interface residues among all predictions. A prediction was considered as correct if it was either a native
interface residue or among the four nearest spatial neighbors of a native interface residue. If the neighbors were not
counted, the percentage of correct predictions was referred
to as “strict” accuracy. Coverage was deﬁned as the
fraction of native interface residues predicted among all
native interface residues.
Consensus Approach Based on Different NeuralNetwork Models
The consensus approach consisted of two steps: (1)
clustering of all predictions from different neural network
models, and (2) selecting a cluster or clusters as the ﬁnal
predictions. In the ﬁrst step, each predicted residue was
assigned a consensus score, deﬁned as the number of
models making such a prediction. The predictions were
then sorted according to consensus score. Starting with the
batch of predictions with the highest consensus score,
residues were clustered if they were among the four
nearest neighbors of each other. At the end if all the cluster
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sizes were less than 20, then the next batch of predictions
with the second highest consensus score was used to grow
the clusters and add new clusters. The process was continued until one cluster size went beyond 20 or all the
predictions have been clustered.
In the second step, clusters were selected according to
the following considerations. First, clusters with a single
residue were eliminated. Second, if the highest consensus
score of a cluster was higher than that of another cluster
by six or more, then the cluster with the low score was
eliminated. If the highest consensus scores of two clusters
differed by less than six, then they were not differentiated
by consensus score, but were compared in size. Third,
among all the retained clusters with comparable consensus scores, the largest cluster was automatically selected,
and other clusters were also selected if their sizes were
smaller by less than ﬁve.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Interface Residues
In our previous study,7 analysis of interface characteristics showed that overall nonpolar residues were favored in
the interface over charged and polar residues, and interface residues were more conserved than noninterface
surface residues. Here these characteristics were further
analyzed, both to gain better understanding of protein
interfaces and to help improve the prediction method. In
addition to hydrophobicity and conservation, we also sought
to detect subtle differences in solvent accessibility between
interface and noninterface residues on the updated data
set.
The analysis on the updated data set reinforced previous
ﬁndings on interface hydrophobicity and conservation.
Figure 1(a) clearly shows that nonpolar residues (Leu, Ile,
Phe, Tyr, Val, and Met) had higher populations in the
interface collection than in the noninterface collection,
while charged residues, except for Arg, had lower populations in the interface collection. The diagonal element of a
sequence proﬁle produced by PSI-BLAST signiﬁes the
mutability of each residue along the sequence. The higher
the element, the less frequent its mutation (i.e., the more
conserved the residue). The average values of the diagonal
elements in the interface and noninterface collections for
each type of residues are displayed in Figure 1(b). For all
the residue types, the conservation scores in the interface
collection were higher than in the noninterface collection.
Work of Jones and Thornton10 has suggested that
interface residues are more solvent accessible than noninterface surface residues. The average solvent accessibility
results, calculated over the interface and noninterface
collections separately, demonstrate a signiﬁcant difference in solvent accessibility between these two collections.
The results in Figure 1 justify the use of sequence
proﬁles and solvent accessibility as input data in our
neural network approach for predicting interface residues.
Sequence proﬁles can capture the differential characteristics of interface and noninterface residues in hydrophobicity and conservation, and the inclusion of solvent accessibility as part of the input adds a putatively independent
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interface residues will be buried upon the binding of a
partner protein, they are akin to interior residues, which
tend to be more hydrophobic. The portion of the surface of
an interface residue that becomes buried by the partner
protein is counted as exposed. This counting increases the
solvent accessibility and explains the difference with noninterface residues on the protein surface. Interfaces are
where evolutionarily important residues are most likely
found, and these residues are most likely to be conserved.
Comparison of the Updated and Previous Data Sets
The updated data set contained 1256 nonhomologous
protein chains, of which 798 were from homodimers and
458 (or, 36.5%) were from heterodimers (Table I). Within
the new training set of 1156 chains, 34.6% were from
heterodimers. In comparison, the previous data set consisted of 924 chains, of which 360 (or, 39.0%) were from
heterodimers, but just 18.6% of the 678 chains used for
training were from heterodimers. With the maximal level
of identity lowered from 40% to 30%, the new data set was
also much less redundant, and covered much greater
regions in sequence space. The increased coverage in
sequence space allowed for further analysis of potential
differences within the new data set. Figure 2(a) shows the
distribution of the proteins according to their surface areas
and interface areas. The data set was concentrated in
small proteins and relatively sparse in large proteins, even
though larger proteins were given higher priority in the
collection. There was no apparent difference between
homodimers and heterodimers in the distribution of surface and interface areas. The fraction, fintf, of interface
residues among all surface residues in a protein tended to
decrease with the protein size, as shown by Figure 2(b).
When the number of surface residues, Nsurf, was sorted
and averages in batches of 50 were calculated for Nsurf and
fintf, the following relation was obtained:
 surf⫺0.65
f intf ⫽ 6.7N

Fig. 1. Characteristics of interface residues compared to noninterface
surface residues. (a) Percentages of the 20 types of amino acids in the
interface and noninterface collections. The abscissa is in descending
order of the difference between the two collections. (b) Average conservation scores in the interface and non-interface collections for the 20 types
of amino acids, in descending order of the difference. (c) Average relative
solvent accessibilities in the interface and noninterface collections for the
20 types of amino acids, in descending order of the difference. Results
were obtained from analysis of surface residues in the training set.

measure of discrimination between the two types of surface residues. These differences between interface and
noninterface residues are also easily rationalized. Since

(1)

The decrease of fintf with increasing Nsurf motivated us
to consider dividing the data set into three subsets: small
proteins, those with surface areas less than 10,000 Å2;
medium proteins those with surface areas between 10,000
and 17,000 Å2; and large proteins, those with surface areas
greater than 17,000 Å2. Within these three subsets, the
fractions of interface residues were 35%, 23%, and 19%
respectively. The effect of this division is presented later.
A direct comparison between the previous and the
updated data sets were made by applying the same neural
network architecture and the same protocol as in our
previous study on the new training set of 1156 chains. In
particular, within the training set, a surface residue
previously was counted as in the interface only if it had at
least three, not one, interfacial contacts. The choice of a
threshold of three was made in the previous study to make
a less number of more reliable predictions. The new test
set of 100 chains had a total of 14,678 surface residues, of
which 3685 (or, 25%) had at least one interfacial contact
(Table I). When the previous predictor was applied on the
new test set, 2877 predictions of interface residues were
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TABLE I. Statistics of Data Set
Training set
Group
Small protein
Medium protein
Large protein
Homodimer
Heterdimer
All

Test set

Chains

Surface res.

Interface res.

Chains

Surface res.

Interface res.

387
477
292
756
400
1156

34046
83636
92877
141818
68741
210559

11936 (35%)
19314 (23%)
17688 (19%)
30993 (22%)
17945 (26%)
48938 (23%)

47
35
18
42
58
100

3963
5789
4926
6737
7941
14678

1391 (35%)
1356 (23%)
938 (19%)
1657 (25%)
2028 (26%)
3685 (25%)

Reﬁnement of PPISP

Fig. 2. Interface size relative to total protein surface. (a) Scatter plot of
interface area versus total surface area. Areas are in Å2. Homodimeric
and heterodimeric chains are plotted in different colors. The interval in
total surface area, between 10,000 and 17,000 Å2, deﬁning medium
proteins is shaded. (b) Fraction of interface residues versus total number
of surface residues. After sorting the 1256 chains in the data set in
according to the number of surface residues, averages in batches of 50
chains were calculated for this quantity and the fraction of interface
residues.

made, with 73.7% accuracy and 42% coverage of native
interface residues. These results were likely inﬂated because 55 of the 100 test proteins had higher than 30%
sequence identities to the old training set. In comparison,
the newly trained predictor made 915 predictions, with an
accuracy of 85.7% but coverage of just 17% (Table II).

Despite the signiﬁcantly increased accuracy, the low
coverage obtained with the old protocol is not desirable. A
better compromise between accuracy and coverage had to
be found. Our goal was to increase the coverage to ⬃50%
and achieve as high an accuracy as possible. The ﬁrst
obvious thing to do was to lower the threshold for designating interface residues in the training set, to a minimum of
just one interfacial contact. This raised the population of
interface residues from 19% to 23% and had the desired
effect. The test results showed an 81.6% accuracy with
28% coverage. Therefore we kept the threshold of one for
interface residues in later developments, which are now
presented in turn. The resulting changes in performance
are summarized in Table II.
To examine the importance of including solvent accessibility in the input, we trained the neural network with just
the sequence proﬁle as input. The test results were 75.4%
accurate with coverage of 36%. This was better than
random prediction by 30 percentage points, and the inclusion of solvent accessibility amounted to an increase of six
percentage points in accuracy. Since solvent accessibilities
of different residues may have random ﬂuctuations, we
also tested the use of a smoothed solvent accessibility,
obtained as the average over the residue under consideration and its six spatially nearest neighbors. This further
increased the accuracy from 81.6% to 83.2%, with some
deterioration in coverage (changing from 28% to 23%). The
use of average solvent accessibility was kept.
The window size can affect performance. Too small a
window size means that only a few spatial neighbors are
included, which may not give a strong enough signal for
accurate prediction. On the other hand, with too large a
window size, distant neighbors are included, which may
introduce noise. To optimize performance, window sizes
between 10 and 20 were tested, and a size of 15 gave the
best results, with accuracy at 84.5 and coverage at 22%.
This size was retained.
Since we only focused on a single interface for each
protein in our data set, for proteins that form trimers and
higher oligomers, residues found in interfaces other than
the selected one were classiﬁed as noninterface. We wondered whether these residues could mislead the neural
network to some extent because they should have the
characteristics of interface. Residues in these other interfaces accounted for 5% of the surface residues. When these
residues were eliminated from the training set (reducing
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TABLE II. Performance of Various Training Sets and Protocols
Test
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Homodimer
Homodimer
Heterodimer
Heterodimer
Heterodimer
Heterodimer
Small heter.
Small heter.

Training
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Small
All
Medium
All
Large
All
Homodimer
All
Heterodimer
All
Heterodimer
Small heterodimer
Small heterodimer

Protocol
Random
thrd ⫽ 3, w ⫽ 20, SAa
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 20, SA
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 20, no SA
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 20, avgSA
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfMb
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/4
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3b
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/2
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM, trim1/3b
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfM
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfMb
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSA, intfMb
thrd ⫽ 1, w ⫽ 15, avgSAb

(Strict)
accuracyc (%)

Coverage
(%)

(26.1) 45.1
(69.4) 85.7
(61.8) 81.6
(55.4) 75.4
(64.2) 83.2
(64.6) 84.5
(62.8) 86.5
(56.6) 82.3
(52.8) 78.6
(48.3) 74.6
(60.8) 91.7
(61.7) 92.2
(47.8) 74.5
(43.2) 69.7
(49.1) 65.9
(52.6) 72.1
(57.2) 82.0
(57.6) 82.2
(49.2) 75.9
(48.4) 77.2
(55.1) 81.6
(55.0) 81.8
(61.1) 88.2
(63.0) 85.2

21
17
28
36
23
22
26
38
51
61
56
50
51
50
43
45
54
54
48
49
32
36
52
48

a
The original PPISP protocol. “SA” means inclusion of solvent accessibilities of individual residues as input, “no SA” means that
solvent accessibilities were not included, and “avgSA” means that solvent accessibilities were included as averages over the
residue under consideration and its six spatially nearest neighbors.
b
These six entries are neural network models used to build cons-PPISP. “intfM” means that, for chains forming trimers or
higher oligomers, residues in interfaces other than the largest one were eliminated from the training set. “trim1/3” means that
one third of noninterface surface residues were randomly trimmed from the training set.
c
Strict accuracy, given in parentheses, was the percentage of native interface residues among all predictions. In comparison,
accuracy was calculated by counting the four nearest spatial neighbors of a native interface residue also as correct predictions.

the collection of noninterface residues from 161,621 to
150,649), both the accuracy and coverage were increased.
The former went from 84.5% to 86.5%, and the latter went
from 22% to 26%. While the improvement in accuracy may
be attributed to rectiﬁcation of residue mis-classiﬁcation,
the improvement in coverage perhaps largely arose from
the mere decrease in the number of noninterface residues,
making the training set more balanced between the interface and noninterface collections.
The issue of imbalance between the interface and noninterface collections in the training set was further investigated in order to extend the improvement on the coverage
of native interface residues. Our suspicion was that the
imbalance caused low predictions of interface residues.
Therefore we randomly removed some of the noninterface
residues to obtain a more balanced training set. The
results of randomly trimming one quarter, one third, and
one half of noninterface residues are shown in Table II. As
suspected, the trimming led to signiﬁcant improvement in
coverage, with deeper trimming giving higher coverage
but correspondingly lower accuracy. A good compromise
appeared to be obtained with the one-third trimming,
which increased the interface population to 33% in the
training set. The coverage now increased to 51%, with the
accuracy stood at 78.6%.

As already noted, the obvious decrease in the interface
fraction of surface residues with increasing protein surface
area motivated us to divide the data set into three sizes.
Training and testing were done for each size separately. In
comparison to training with the full set, training with the
subset of small proteins led to a modest increase in
accuracy, from 91.7% to 92.2%, for small proteins in the
test set, but a signiﬁcant decrease in coverage, from 56% to
50%. Training with the subset of medium proteins led to
deteriorations in both accuracy (from 74.5% to 69.7%) and
coverage (from 51% to 50%) for medium proteins in the test
set. However, training with the subset of large proteins
appeared advantageous for large proteins in the test set,
with accuracy increasing from 65.9% to 72.1% and coverage increasing from 43% and 45%. With the protocol of
training with the full set for small and medium proteins
but with the subset of large protein for large proteins, a
total of 3,529 interface residues were predicted among the
14,678 surface residues of the test set, with an accuracy of
80.2% and coverage of 51%.
There have been some indications that the interface
characteristics are different between homodimers and
heterodimers.10,19,20,29 For homodimers that are formed
concomitantly with the folding of their subunits, the
interfaces are essentially the same as the interiors of
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Fig. 3. Difference in residue percentage between the interface and
noninterface collections in the training set. Results for homodimeric and
heterodimeric chains are shown in different bars to show potential
differences between the two kinds of chains.

individually folded proteins, and thus should be enriched
in nonpolar residues and deﬁcient in charged residues. On
the other hand, for a protein that is a functioning entity
both before and after forming a complex with a different
protein, the interface residues are expected to have characteristics intermediate between protein interiors and noninterface portions of protein surfaces. In our data set, we did
ﬁnd some qualitative difference in amino acid composition
between homodimeric and heterodimeric interfaces (Fig.
3). Charged residues indeed showed higher propensities in
heterodimeric interfaces, but nonpolar residues exhibited
mixed behavior. We separately trained and tested homodimers and heterodimers in our data set. In comparison
to training with the full set, training with only homodimers did not show any improvement for homodimers
in the test set, but training with only heterodimers gave
slightly better results for heterodimers in the test set. The
indifference for homodimers perhaps can be attributed to
the overpopulation of homodimers in the full training set.
Improvement for heterodimers was seen regardless of
whether random trimming of noninterface residues was
introduced in the training set. The potential of improving
predictions of heterodimeric interfaces by separately training with heterodimers will become increasingly important
as the population of heterodimers grows in the PDB.
For each of the neural network models, the result
presented in Table II was typically from the round of
training giving the highest accuracy.
Comparison with other methods is difﬁcult because of
the variety of data sets used and the difference in deﬁnitions of interface and surface residues. In particular, Koike
and Takagi31 used a support vector machine to predict
interaction sites using deﬁnitions of interface and surface
similar to ours. The strict accuracy and coverage of their
interface prediction were 54 –56% and 50%, respectively,
with all interfaces in multimers counted. When all interfaces were included, the strict accuracy and coverage of our
predictions were 61% and 48%, respectively. Fariselli et
al.29 used neural network to predict interaction sites and

Fig. 4. Prediction accuracy and coverage for the test set of 100
chains, with small and medium proteins predicted from the full training set
and large proteins predicted from the group of large protein in the training
set. The overall prediction accuracy was 80.2% with 51% coverage. (a)
Scatter plot of interface area versus total surface area, grouped according
to prediction accuracy. Areas are in Å2. (b) Scatter plot of accuracy versus
coverage.

reported strict accuracy and coverage of 72% and 56%,
respectively, for a selected data set of 226 heterodimers.
However, their interface residues were deﬁned with a C␣
cutoff distance of 12 Å. This deﬁnition includes far more
surface residues as interface sites (40% relative to the 23%
in the present study), and signiﬁcantly decreases the
difﬁculty of interface prediction. For example, random
predictions would have expected strict accuracy at 40%
according to their interface–residue deﬁnition but only
23% in our study.
Consensus Approach
With the division of the data set into three subsets
according to surface size, overall accuracy of 80.2% and
coverage of 51% in the test set were achieved. However,
prediction accuracy and coverage were very uneven, as
Figure 4 shows. Of the 100 proteins in the test set, 43 were
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TABLE III. Comparison of Predictions by Best Individual Neural Network Models and the Consensus Approach
Best Model

Group
Enzyme-inhibitor
Other
Difﬁcult
All

Complexes

Unique
chains

Real
interface
residues

Pred.
interface
residues

(Strict)
accuracy
(%)

22
11
7
40

33
21
14
68

657
398
367
1422

619
349
397
1365

(47.3) 67.7
(25.2) 40.1
(30.2) 49.4
(36.7) 55.3

quite successful with accuracy ⱖ 70% and coverage ⱖ 50%,
and 12 were reasonably successful with accuracy ⱖ 80%
and coverage ⱖ 30%. Among the remaining 45 proteins,
ﬁve had coverage ⱖ 50% but accuracy ⱕ 60%, indicating
over-prediction, and 17 had accuracy ⱖ 80% but coverage
ⱕ30%, indicating under-prediction, seven had no predictions at all, and 16 had sufﬁcient predictions, but these
were not accurate.
The problem of over-prediction and under-prediction
was universal with all the neural network models, though
the balance between the two trends varied. A model with
higher accuracy tended to have more severe underprediction, whereas a model with higher coverage tended
to have more severe over-prediction. Another problem with
an individual neural network is the decision on how many
rounds of training to carry out. In general, prediction
accuracy improves in the beginning rounds and then
deteriorates in later rounds, while coverage decreases
monotonically. Thus under-training may bring beneﬁt to
coverage at the expense of accuracy.
We sought to tackle the problem of over-prediction and
under-prediction by combining results from models that
covered a range of accuracy and coverage. Predictions from
the different models were clustered according to spatial
relations, and the cluster or clusters of residues predicted
with the highest consensus were taken as the ﬁnal predictions of interface residues. Speciﬁcally, for each surface
residue a consensus score was deﬁned as the number of
models predicting that residue as in the interface. All
surface residues were then ranked by their consensus
scores. Clusters were grown from the highest ranked
residues. If a large number of predictions were made with
high consensus scores, collection of interface residues was
limited to these predictions, otherwise the process was
extended to predictions with lower consensus scores. Further details of the clustering and collection procedure are
given in Materials and Methods. This consensus approach
was able to bring satisfactory solutions to the 22 proteins
that had over-prediction or under-prediction problems.
In the end we settled on a suite of six types of neural
network models (Table II) to include in the consensus
approach: (1) “intfM” trained up to nine rounds on the full
test set; (2) “intfM” trained up to 10 rounds on the subset of
heterodimers; (3) “intfM” trained up to 10 rounds on the
subset of small heterodimers; (4) “intfM, trim1/3” trained
up to nine rounds on the full test set; (5) “intfM, trim1/3”
trained up to 10 rounds on the subset of heterodimers; and
(6) “all intf” trained from rounds 2 to 21 on the subset of

cons-PPISP
Coverage
(%)

Predicted
interface
residues

(Strict)
accuracy
(%)

Coverage
(%)

45
22
33
35

661
358
276
1295

(49.9) 70.8
(31.0) 48.0
(37.3) 56.2
(42.0) 61.4

50
28
28
38

small heterodimers. The different rounds of training on
the six types of neural networks made up a total of 68
predictors. For easy reference, the consensus approach
was named cons-PPISP.
The six types of predictors were selected according to
their accuracy and coverage for different types of test
proteins (homodimer versus heterodimer; small, medium,
or large size). Different considerations led to the elimination of a number of predictors. For example, the predictor
trained with the subset of homodimers was not included
because such training did not show improvement for
homodimers over training with the full set. Though separate training with the subset of large proteins modestly
improved prediction, that predictor was not included because of the sparsity of large proteins in the data set and
the possibility that many large proteins can be divided into
domains of smaller sizes. We did include predictors trained
with the subset of small heterodimers because such training led to a moderate increase in accuracy, though with a
corresponding decrease in coverage, for small proteins. In
this way the selection for predictors was narrowed to those
trained with the full set, the subset of all heterodimers,
and the subset of small heterodimers. For each training
set, two predictors were selected: one with the highest
accuracy (with corresponding low coverage) and one with
the highest accuracy at 50% coverage. The resulting six
types of predictors, coupled with the freedom of successive
rounds of training with varying accuracy and coverage,
afforded a uniform span of a wide range of coverage (from
20% to 70%), which in turn allowed for the gradual growth
of clusters from the most conﬁdent to the least conﬁdent
predictions.
Test on a Benchmark Set for Protein–Protein
Docking
Chen et al.35 collected a set of protein–protein complexes
as a docking benchmark, which included 22 enzymeinhibitor pairs, 11 other kinds of pairs, and seven pairs
that were deemed difﬁcult for docking methods. We tested
cons-PPISP on the 68 unique chains of these 40 complexes
(Table III). There were also 19 antibody-antigen pairs in
the benchmark, but in our data set for training and testing
the neural networks antibody–antigen interfaces were
ﬁltered out. As noted by Jones and Thornton,8 “antibody–
protein interactions are relatively ”happenstance“ and are
selected principally by the strength of the binding constant, without being subject to evolutionary optimization
over many years.” Indeed many different parts of a protein
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TABLE IV. Prediction Results for the NMR Set

Complexa

PDBb

Sequence
length

Cytochrome b5/cytochrome c43
Thrombomodulin/thrombin37,44
p47 C-term./p97 N-term.40,45
Troponin C/troponin I39,46,48,49
HP1 chromo/histone H341,42,66
B domain of protein A/IgG38,51
UBC9/SUMO-167,68

1cyo
1dqbA
1i42A
1ncx
1ap0
1bdd
1u9aA
1a5r

88
83
89
162
73
60
159
103

All

Real interface
residuesc
CSP
17
32
23
18
10
14
19
11
144

X-ray
14 1dx5I/M
19 1s3sG/F
22 1a2xA/B
12 1knaA/P
12 1fc2C/D

Predicted interface
residues

(Strict)
accuracy
(%)

Coverage
(%)

21
20
21
20
26
23
20
23
174

(38.1) 76.2
(70.0) 95.0
(57.1) 95.2
(40.0) 85.0
(15.4) 38.5
(43.5) 65.2
(30.0) 75.0
(21.7) 34.8
(38.5) 69.0

47
44
52
44
40
71
32
46
47

a

The ﬁrst of the pair of proteins was the prediction target. For UBC9/SUMO-1, both partners were studied, with the top entries referring to UBC9
and the bottom entries referring to SUMO-1.
b
PDB code for unbound protein used in interface prediction.
c
If a residue is identiﬁed by chemical shift perturbation (CSP) as in an interface but is buried in the unbound structure, that residue was not
counted as an interface residue. PDB code for a protein complex and chain identities used for obtaining interface residues are listed below the
number of interface residues.

surface, as found for lysozyme and other proteins, can be
targets for monoclonal antibodies. Methods like ours that
heavily rely on evolutionary information are not particularly suited for predicting antibody–antigen interfaces.
For the 33 chains forming enzyme-inhibitor complexes,
the “intfM, trim1/3” model trained eight rounds on the
subset of heterodimers in our training set gave the best
performance among all the neural network models, with
accuracy at 67.7% and coverage of 45%. For the 21 chains
forming other complexes, the best performance was obtained with the “intfM, trim1/3” model trained ﬁve rounds
on the full training set, with accuracy at 40.1% and
coverage of 22%. For the “difﬁcult” set of 14 chains, the
“intfM, trim1/3” model trained four rounds on the subset of
heterodimers gave the best performance, with accuracy at
49.4% and coverage of 33%. Altogether, these separately
best-performing models had an accuracy of 55.3% and
coverage of 35% for the 68 proteins in the benchmark set.
cons-PPISP outperformed the individual neural network models for all the three subsets of proteins. For the
enzyme-inhibitor subset, cons-PPISP increased prediction
accuracy by three percentage points to 70.8% and coverage
by ﬁve percentage points to 50%. For the “other” subset,
cons-PPISP increased prediction accuracy by eight percentage points to 48.0% and coverage by six percentage points
to 28%. For the “difﬁcult” subset, cons-PPISP increased
prediction accuracy by 7 percentage points to 56.2%,
though at the expense of decreasing coverage to 28%.
Altogether, the prediction accuracy for the 68 proteins was
increased by cons-PPISP to 61.4% and coverage increased
to 38%. What makes this enhancement in performance all
the more important is that it was obtained without having
to manually choose which neural network model to use
and how many rounds of training to do.
These results were obtained by using the unbound
structures of the complex-forming proteins. The performance of cons-PPISP using the unbound structures was
nearly the same as using the bound structures. In the
latter case the overall prediction accuracy for the 68

proteins was 63.6% and coverage was 39%. Such robustness with respect to unbound structures was designed into
PPISP and was already demonstrated in our previous
study.7
Test on a Set of NMR-Characterized Proteins
To further demonstrate the predictive power of consPPISP, we collected from the literature proteins whose
interfaces have been characterized by NMR chemical shift
perturbation. Those with sequence homologies with the
training set were removed, resulting in a total of eight
proteins (Table IV). Three of these, thrombomodulin,
troponin C, and the B domain of protein A, had X-ray
structures for their respective complexes at the time.
These X-ray structures were not selected into our data set
for training neural networks for two different reasons: (1)
less than 20 contact residues for the complexes between
thrombomodulin and thrombin37 and between the B domain of protein A and the Fc fragment of immunoglobulin
G (IgG);38 (2) fewer than 40 residues in the partner chain,
troponin I, in the case of troponin C.39 X-ray and NMR
structures of complexes formed by two other proteins, the
adaptor protein p47 with the AAA ATPase protein p9740
and the HP1 chromo domain with histone H3,41,42 have
recently been determined. The remaining three still do not
have X-ray structures for their complexes. According to
chemical shift perturbation, the eight proteins have a total
of 144 interface residues. Cons-PPISP made 174 predictions, with an accuracy of 69% and coverage of 47%.
We now present detailed comparisons of the cons-PPISP
predictions with experiments. The interface formed by
cytochrome b5 with cytochrome c has recently been reexamined by Shao et al.43 Their chemical shift perturbation
results suggest that the following 17 residues of cytochrome b5 made up the interface with cytochrome c: K34,
E37, H39, G41, E44-L46, G52, T55, E56, E59-V61, H63,
S64, A67, and L70 [Fig. 5(a)]. The last eight of these were
among the 21 predicted interface residues. Eight other
predicted residues (N57, F58, G62, D66, R68, E69, S71,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted interface residues with those identiﬁed by chemical shift perturbation or found in X-ray structures of protein
complexes. (a-h) show the eight proteins in Table IV, in the order listed there. For each protein, NMR results, predictions, and X-ray results (if available)
are displayed in the ﬁrst, second, and third panels, respectively. Residues identiﬁed by NMR, X-ray, or predicted correctly are in red. Loosely correct
predictions and false positives are in purple and green, respectively. In (a) and (d), a cluster of residues that was eliminated by cons-PPISP and appears
to be within the interface is displayed in cyan.

and T73) were among the nearest neighbors of the interface sites suggested by NMR. The remaining ﬁve predictions (K5, D31, and F74-I76) were deemed false. Interestingly, another cluster of 11 residues with high consensus
scores were eliminated by cons-PPISP because of the

relatively smaller cluster size. These residues (F35 and
E37-L46) turned out to cover the ﬁrst half of the NMRdeduced interface sites. When these were included, the
prediction accuracy increased from 76.2% to 84.4% while
coverage increased from 47% to 82%.
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Figure 5.

(Continued.)
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Figure 5.

Wood et al.44 used chemical shift perturbation to characterized the interface formed by two epidermal growth
factor-like domains (TMEGF45) of thrombomodulin with
thrombin and identiﬁed the following 32 interface residues: F376, A377, Q387-Q392, A394, A397-D400, N402,
Q404-C409, E411-I420, D423, D4256, and E426 [Fig. 5(b)].
Of these, 14 were among the 20 predicted interface residues. These correctly predicted residues were: F376, F389,
Q404-S406, E408, C409, E411-Y413, L415, D416, F419,
and I420. Five other predicted residues (A373, G375, T403,
P410, and I414) were among the nearest neighbors of the
NMR-deduced interface sites. Only a single prediction,
E374, was deemed false by our criteria, though it was very
close to the interface site F376.
Yuan et al.45 identiﬁed the interaction surface of the
C-terminal domain of the adaptor protein p47 with the
AAA ATPase protein p97 by chemical shift perturbation,
and obtained the following 23 interface residues: N9, A11,
T14, Q18, R20, A22-G24, R26, L27, R41, V57, L58, K65-

(Continued.)

A68, Q72, N78, A82, V83, V85, and R87 [Fig. 5(c)]. Of
these, 12 (Q18, R26, L27, R41, V57, L58, K65-L67, A82,
V83, and V85) were among the 21 predicted interface
residues. Eight other predicted residues (N16, I40, F43,
M59, T61, P63, N64, and N81) were among the nearest
neighbors of the NMR-deduced interface sites. The remaining predicted residue, F62, was near the NMR-deduced
interaction sites but was nonetheless deemed false.
As shown in the recent structure of the ternary complex,
troponin C forms four binding sites with three regions of
troponin I as well as a coiled-coil formed by troponin I and
troponin T.46 We had no way of knowing which binding
sites would be predicted. When the predicted residues
were examined, they were found to form the binding
surface for the N-terminal region of troponin I [Fig. 5(d)].
Interestingly, the binding afﬁnity of the N-terminal peptide of troponin I has been found to be orders of magnitude
higher than those of the inhibitory and C-terminal peptides.47 The binding surface on troponin C for the N-
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terminal region of troponin I has been mapped by chemical
shift perturbation,48,49 and the following 18 interface
residues were identiﬁed: K93, L98, N100, C101, R103,
I104, E120-L122, E127-V129, K139, and M157-V161. Of
these, eight (C101, I104, E120-L122, and E127-V129) were
among the 20 predicted interface residues. Nine other
predicted residues (K107, E116, R123-G126, T130, D136,
and L137) were among the nearest neighbors of the
NMR-deduced interface sites. The remaining three predictions, N108, I115, and E132, though in the vicinities of the
NMR-deduced interface sites, were deemed false by our
criteria. A second cluster of ten predicted residues with
high consensus scores turned out to cover the remaining
part of the binding surface for the N-terminal region of
troponin I. When these residues (F151, D152, and L155Q162) were included, the coverage of NMR-deduced interface sites increased from 44% to 72% while prediction
accuracy remained high (changing from 85.0% to 83.3%).
Jacobs et al.50 identiﬁed the histone H3-binding surface
on the HP1 chromo domain by chemical shift perturbation
and found the following ten interface residues: Y24-V26,
K46, G47, E56, E58, D62, C63, and D65 [Fig. 5(e)]. Of
these, four (Y24, V26, E56, and D62) were among the 26
predicted interface residues. Six other predicted residues
(E21, E23, W55, N60, L61, and L66) were among the
nearest neighbors of the NMR-deduced interface sites. Of
the 16 predictions that were deemed false, 11 were from
the N-terminal (H11-E20 and E22), and the other ﬁve were
L30, D31, L42, T54, and F70.
Takahashi et al.51 mapped the interaction surface of the
B domain of protein A with the Fc fragment of IgG by
chemical shift perturbation, and identiﬁed the following
14 interface residues: F6, K8, E9, Q11, N12, Y15, E16, L18,
H19, N29, G30, L35, K36, and S40 [Fig. 5(f)]. Ten of these
coincided with the predicted interface residues. These
were: F6, Q11, N12, Y15, E16, L18, H19, L35, K36, and
S40. Five other predicted residues (F14, F31, P39, Q41,
and A43) were among the nearest neighbors of the NMRdeduced interface sites. The remaining eight of the 23
predicted residues, T1-N4 and N44-A47, were deemed
false-positives. Though our method was not designed for
antigen–antibody complexes, the interface predictions overall were actually satisfactory. Perhaps the implicated
surface is an “easy” target for antibody.
Chen and coworkers52,53 identiﬁed the interaction surfaces of the ubiquitin conjugation enzyme Ubc9 and small
ubiquitin modiﬁer 1 (SUMO-1) by chemical shift perturbation. On the Ubc9 side, the following 19 residues were
obtained: S7, A10, K14, A15, R17-H20, F22, G23, V27,
T35-N37, K49, L57, K59, L63, and K65 [Fig. 5(g)]. Six of
these (S7, A10, T35-N37, and K65) were among the 20
predicted interface residues. Nine other predicted residues
(G3, L6, P28, D33, G34, L38, M39, D66, and D67) were
among the nearest neighbors of the NMR-deduced interface sites. The remaining ﬁve predicted residues, located
at the N-terminal, were deemed false-positives. On the
SUMO-1 side, the following 11 residues were identiﬁed by
NMR as interaction sites: I27, S31, V38, L65, E67, G68,
I71, G81, M82, E85, and V87 [Fig. 5(h)]. Five of these (I27,
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L65, E67, G68, and V87) were among the 23 predicted
interface residues. Three other predicted residues (Q29,
E89, and Y91) were among the nearest neighbors of the
NMR-deduced interface sites. The remaining 15 predicted
residues, V57, M59-S61, R63, Q92-V101, were located in
the periphery of the NMR-deduced interaction sites, but
were deemed false-positives.
For the ﬁve proteins with known structures for their
complexes, comparison of the predicted interface residues
with the native interfaces was also very encouraging. The
high accuracy and coverage against NMR data were
maintained for thrombomodulin, adaptor protein p47,
troponin C, and protein A. For the HP1 chromo domain
[Fig. 5(e)], when compared against the X-ray structure for
the complex with the K9-methylated histone H3 tail,41
prediction accuracy increased from 38.5% to 53.8% and
coverage increased from 40% to 75%. These results suggest
that cons-PPISP has the potential of complementing NMR
and other experimental techniques in characterizing protein–protein interfaces.
From Dimer to Trimer
This work has been focused on protein dimers. However,
a higher oligomer can almost always be constructed sequentially one dimeric interface at a time. Often the biological
process actually follows such sequential steps. Such is the
case for the activation of protein C. This process is
initiated by the binding of thrombomodulin to thrombin,
and the resulting complex then presents a suitable binding
surface for protein C.37 It appears possible to extend our
method to predict a binding surface that is located on a
protein complex instead of a single protein. The two
protein chains in the complex can be treated as a single
protein for the purpose of calculating solvent accessibility
and neighbor lists. However, for the purpose of generating
sequence proﬁles by PSI-BLAST, more robust results may
be obtained by searching for sequence alignments separately for the two chains and then concatenating the two
alignments.
Given the basic architecture of protein functioning machineries in the form of high oligomers, binding surfaces
located on protein complexes certainly warrant systematic
studies. Here we give preliminary results of cons-PPISP
predictions for the protein C-binding surface on the thrombin–thrombomodulin complex. A cluster of 18 residues on
the fourth epidermal growth factor-like domain of thrombomodulin was identiﬁed by cons-PPISP, though no residues
from thrombin were predicted with high conﬁdence.
TMEGF4 has indeed been established as the site for
binding protein C by mutational studies,54 –57 and indeed
Fuentes-Prior et al.37 constructed a structural model for
the ternary complex with protein C contacting thrombin
and TMEGF4. The 18 predicted residues were V345-A354
and C360-S367. These predictions appear consistent with
residues that have been implicated being important for
binding protein C, which include D349, E357, Y358, and
F376.54 –57
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Test on CAPRI Targets
Although the ﬁrst attempt to computationally reconstitute a complex by docking two proteins together dates back
to the late 1970s,58 up to now, protein–protein docking has
remained largely an academic exercise. Progress in this
direction is hampered by two major problems: the conformational changes that usually accompany complex formation and the lack of scoring functions that can discriminate
efﬁciently between the correct docking solution and many
false positives.34 Identiﬁcation of interface residues by a
method like cons-PPISP holds great potential to simplify
the docking problem by either restricting the search in the
six-dimensional translational-rotational space or eliminating false positives after the search. This potential was
realized in a recent collaborative participation with the
Bonvin group in the latest rounds (4 and 5) of CAPRI. In
this collaboration, interface residues predicted by consPPISP as well as experimental mutagenesis and other
types of data were used as ambiguous interaction restraints to drive the docking process, through the HADDOCK program developed by the Bonvin group.6
The results of our CAPRI participation will be reported
elsewhere.59 Here we give a short summary of the consPPISP predictions on the CAPRI 4 and 5 targets. For a
total of 11 protein targets (no prediction was necessary for
two antibodies), three (cohesin of T11/T12,60 MYPT1 of
T14,61 and colicin D of T1562) had higher than 80%
prediction accuracy, and four (TBE monomer of T10,63
dockerin of T11/T12, immunity protein of T15, and the
xylanase of T1864) had accuracy between 50% and 80%.
Interface predictions were poor for two antigens [in T13
(still unpublished) and T1965] and two large proteins (PP-1
of T14 and TAXI of T18). These blind test results on the
CAPRI targets are consistent with the results presented
earlier on the other test sets.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a robust program, cons-PPISP, for
predicting interface residues in protein–protein complexes.
Taking advantage of the signiﬁcant expansion of protein
complexes in the Protein Data Bank, we carefully analyzed
characteristics of proteins, provided rationalizations for these
characteristics, and reﬁned the neural network models to
capture these characteristics. These ideas for model design
may be useful for future developments as the PDB further
expands. At the present state, cons-PPISP promises to
complement NMR and other experimental techniques in
characterizing protein–protein interfaces.
Ultimately three-dimensional structures of protein complexes may be indispensable for a full understanding of the
mechanisms of protein–protein interactions and protein
functions. So far only a small fraction of the hundreds and
thousands of putative protein complexes have their structures determined. Many protein complexes are formed by
weak interactions and may not be amenable to structure
determination by X-ray or NMR. Thus computational
methods that can build structural models for protein
complexes will become more and more important as the
number of individual protein structures rapidly grows.

Incorporation of cons-PPISP predictions in a docking
program in the latest CAPRI rounds has demonstrated its
ability in guiding the docking process.
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